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Cougar
RADAR-Input  and Scan 

Convers ion Solut ion

Overview 

Cougar is an open-standards based high performance 
solution for capturing, converting and mixing RADAR video. 
Designed for demanding military RADAR applications, 
Cougar speeds and simplifies the integration of advanced 
RADAR image processing and distribution functionality into 
deployed embedded systems.

Complete Flexibility

Cougar is available as a VME card set or as part of a 
turnkey solution ready for deployment. The two-slot VME 
modular Cougar system provides the complete functionality 
required to integrate and implement a wide range of 
RADAR input/scan conversion configurations. 

In most cases the user installs the Cougar into their system, 
attaches RADAR, display and network interfaces and then 
uses the high-level RVL+ API to configure, control and 
monitor it.

Features

w Complete solution for RADAR video acquisition and scan 
conversion

w Wide range of RADAR interfaces supported

w Can be tailored to provide the optimal price/performance 
balance for a specific application

w Comprehensive support for RVP software

w Self-hosted processing or network appliance mode

The Cougar’s RADAR video acquisition interface, the Osiris 
B, builds upon the support offered by earlier generations 
of Curtiss-Wright Controls Embedded Computing (CWCEC) 
interface boards and has off-the-shelf support for an 
extensive range of RADAR input types including ACP/ARP, 
RADDS, ASDE-3 and various parallel and serial azimuth 
formats.

The RADAR video scan conversion function of the Cougar 
is provided by the Eagle-2 PMC module which can support 
RADAR rotation rates of 90rpm at 2048x2048 display 
resolutions. Multiple RADAR sources can be displayed in 
PPI, A-Scan or B-Scan format and these outputs are digitally 
keyed with the DVI video input. 

The optional mixer module further facilitates overlay and 
underlay by automatically modifying its video inputs into 
keyed layers ready for mixing on the Eagle-2.

Cougar Key Features:

w Two slot 6U VME form factor

w Intel® Core™ 2 Duo-based Host Single Board Computer 
(SBC)

w Windows® or Linux® software support with RVL+ API for 
ease of application development and configuration.

w Applications can be executed locally on the Cougar or 
remotely via a network for which an API is provided
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w A range of ruggedization levels including air-cooled 
and conduction-cooled (please contact factory to discuss 
which variants will be available in a conduction-cooled 
format)

w Inputs:
- RADAR video – either analog from RADAR or from 

an RVP server over an Ethernet network
- Optional video input

w Outputs:
- An RGB/DVI display, up to 2K x 2K resolution, 

with mixed scan-converted RADAR.
- An optional second display
- Cougar RVP servers can send digitized RADAR 

video over an Ethernet network

Component Modules

Four PMC/XMC expansion slots host the appropriate mix 
of mezzanine modules needed for a particular application. 
Available mezzanine modules supported by Cougar 
include Curtiss-Wright’s Osiris B RADAR video input card, 
XMC-710 video capture & graphics display card, Eagle-2 
RADAR scan conversion module and an optional PMC-659 
mixer card. 

The complete list of modules is as follows:

w Host CPU (VME format SBC)

w Osiris B RADAR video input processor

w Eagle-2 RADAR video scan converter

w XMC-710 high performance video card

w Optional video mixer card

w Integrated mass storage on-board or via a rear-transition 
module

Many applications will need only a subset of these modules, 
for example:

w an RVP server will only use the host CPU, storage and the 
Osiris

w an RVP client will only use the host CPU, storage, Eagle-2 
and video mezzanine

RADAR Acquisition Interface Features: Osiris

w Supports two independent RADAR channels inputs at rates 
up to 16k samples per return 

w Inputs supported include; RADAR video, triggers and 
azimuth turning data for RADDS, ACP/ARP and other 
specialized formats

w Sampling rates up to 50MHz on each of two analog 
inputs, which can be mixed with up to 8 digital RADAR 
inputs 

w After digitizing and processing, outputs two streams of 
RADAR video directly to the host processor at rates up to 
25MB/s per channel

w Digital input to set heading marker

w Additional features include; dual trigger input, gain control 
as a function of range, range and azimuth correlation, 
digital filtering, a built-in test generator, dual azimuth input 
and interference suppression 

Osiris is a high-performance, dual-channel RADAR interface 
board that accepts and processes analog and digital 
RADAR signals and provides a PCI interface to applications. 
Osiris comes from a long history of RADAR interface 
products at Curtiss-Wright with interfaces to support many 
legacy and modern RADAR types. 

With an on-board FPGA and high-speed PCI interface, 
Osiris offers high-performance with two independent 
channels.

Osiris can generate two streams of RADAR video onto the 
PCI bus. Each of the two streams can process data from a 
combination of the analog and digital inputs, using one of 
two sets of trigger and turning data. This allows the card to 
process a pair of RADAR videos derived from a single set 
of azimuth turning data and triggers, or else to process two 
separate videos derived from two independent RADARs with 
their own trigger and turning data. 

In range the card samples video at up to 50MHz, while in 
azimuth the card can be programmed to either output every 
return, or else to combine returns to output a set number per 
scan. This typically would use a highest-wins combiner to 
get the correct number of output azimuths. 
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RADAR Scan Conversion Features: Eagle-2

w Supports rotation rates of 90rpm at 2048 x 2048 display 
resolution

w Field-proven White-Powell scan-conversion algorithms

w Simultaneous scan-conversion of multiple RADAR sources

w Multiple RADAR display windows

w PPI, A-Scan and B-Scan display formats

w Supports sector-scan, random-scan and reverse-scan 
inputs

w Integrated digital video keying of RADAR with graphics

w Single-link or dual-link DVI input

w Supports graphics video input at resolutions up to 2560 x 
1600 (including 2048 x 2048)

w Single-link or dual-link DVI or analog RGB video output

w Available in air-cooled L0 and L100 ruggedization levels

w RADAR data transfer over PCI-X bus from local (Osiris 
RADAR input card) or networked (RVP) RADAR source

Eagle-2 is the latest in the line of high-performance RADAR 
scan converters from Curtiss-Wright Controls Embedded 
Computing. 

RADAR scan conversion on the Eagle-2 is performed using 
the field proven White-Powell algorithm, combining the 
best features of both forward and reverse scan conversion. 
This powerful algorithm ensures that there are no holes or 
spokes in the displayed image, even when zooming-in at 
long range, and that all single point targets are displayed. 

RADAR data is passed to the card via high-speed PCI bus 
transfers. Data can originate either from a Curtiss-Wright 
Osiris RADAR input card or via network from a RADAR 
video server such as Curtiss-Wright’s RVP RADAR video 
processing product. 

A key feature of Eagle-2 is the ability to accept a DVI 
graphics input signal, for mixing with the scan-converted 
RADAR. During video keying, the Eagle-2 is able to place, 
on a per pixel basis, the video from the graphics card 
either as an underlay or overlay to the RADAR image. This 
feature is typically used in multi-layer display applications to 
allow target symbols to be presented as overlays and maps 
to be presented as underlays. 
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Figure 1: Cougar with mixer card block diagram
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Software

Operating System Information

The Cougar contains an Intel dual-core CPU. It runs the 
Fedora Core Linux operating system from a mass store 
attached to either its EIDE or SATA interfaces. When the 
system is powered on, the standard configuration Cougar 
goes through the normal Linux boot-up sequence; at the end 
of the boot-up, it automatically starts an X server, followed 
by an X Window Manager and the CWCEC RVL+ server 
running in the RVP account. The RVL+ Core Server starts 
the Display Server, the Scan-converter Server and the RVP 
server; these servers are described below.

X Server Development & Local Application Support

A complete development environment for the SBC can be 
supplied for the purposes of implementing application code 
that will run as tasks locally on the Cougar. 

RVL+ Demonstration Programs

The RVL+ Client Software contains demonstration programs 
for the benefit of customers to check their installation.
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RVL+ Configuration

The CWCEC RVL+ library is used to control the operation of 
the Cougar. The RVL+ software consists of core, display & 
scan-converter servers, all running on the Cougar SBC, and 
a Client API which is used to interface a User’s application 
software with the RISC.

In typical usage, all elements of the Cougar are configured 
and controlled via RVL+ commands and X11 over the 
network.

RVP

The Cougar contains a streamlined version of the CWCEC 
RVP RADAR-video server that is used to control the Osiris-B 
RADAR-input card. There are two utility programs also 
supplied to inspect the raw video transmitted by the RVP 
server before it is processed by RVL+ and  to inspect 
heartbeat and other messages transmitted by the RVP server.  

Figure 2: Cougar with two video outputs block diagram
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Warranty

This product has a one year warranty. 

Contact Information

To find your appropriate sales representative, please visit:

Website: www.cwcembedded.com/sales

Email: sales@cwcembedded.com

For technical support, please visit:

Website: www.cwcembedded.com/support1

Email: support1@cwcembedded.com
The information in this document is subject to change 
without notice and should not be construed as a commitment 
by Curtiss-Wright Controls Inc., Embedded Computing 
(CWCEC) group. While reasonable precautions have been 
taken, CWCEC assumes no responsibility for any errors 
that may appear in this document. All products shown or 
mentioned are trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective owners.
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Table 2: Air-cooled
Environmental Specifications Air-cooled

Level 0

Temperature
Operational 0ºC to +50ºC

Non-operational -40ºC to +85ºC

Vibration
Operational (Sinus) 2g peak, 

15 to 2,000Hz

Operational (Random) 0.01g2/Hz, 
15 to 2,000Hz

Shock Maximum 20g peak

Humidity
Operational 0 to 95%

non-condensing

Non-operational 0 to 95%
non-condensing

Conformal Coat No

Notes:
The card-set conforms to CWCEC’s Level 0 specification:


